
Iwould rather bowhunt flesh-
and-blood animals any day but
still look forward to summer 3-D

tournaments with great anticipa-
tion.  This is a social activity as much
as a way to hone shooting skills, but
I still take it pretty seriously.  In fact,
I attended 18 tournaments last sum-
mer, winning first place in 16 of
those.  I don’t so much care about
winning another dust-gathering tro-
phy as measuring how well my off-
season practice is paying off, how
much I can trust myself in a clutch
situation presented by real hunting.
It’s great fun to engage in a round of
spirited shooting against a heckling
circle of friends, followed by an
evening around a crackling camp fire
with a cold beer in hand.  You get to
meet a bunch of interesting folks
while making the 3-D rounds.
Three-D is a great vehicle for rekin-
dling old friendships, catching up on
last season’s hunting tales and com-
paring notes on equipment.  

One thing I’ve noticed is that
more archers than ever take 3-D
competition seriously.  There are
those who care little about final
score, to be sure, simply showing up
with standard-issue bowhunting
gear to get a refreshing break from
the work-week.  Still, there are others
who arrive looking to win.  There are
two kinds of shooters to this end.
One contingency are hard-core
bowhunters who look forward to
big-game seasons with reverence,
but whose competitive nature sends
them looking for specialized gear to
make them more competitive.  Still
others have little interest in
bowhunting; These are target shoot-
ers to the very end.  This second
group are paper punchers using 12-
rings instead of Xs as the measure of

archery perfection.  
The most serious of the

bowhunter/ 3-D shooters typically
adopt the specialized gear of the
paper punchers in order to compete
head to head.  This normally means
a second bow, oftentimes even the
racy finishes of the died-in-the-wool
target archers.  The average target
head seeks any legal advantage to
create better scores and top-place
finishes.  This includes specialized
gear no one would think of carrying
into hunting fields.

Beyond the dead-serious types,
even the casual 3-D shooter benefits
from small changes in equipment
that adds to their enjoyment while

shooting.  It’s safe to say today that
more of your customers than ever
are participating in summer 3-D
tournaments.  It’s also safe to say
that even those with a solid
bowhunting setup are not immune
to additional purchases of special-
ized 3-D gear that will help them
shoot higher scores, or simply facili-
tate greater comfort and enjoyment
during these weekends away from
work and home.  Stocking 3-D-specif-
ic gear during spring and summer
months leads to additional sales
above and beyond bowhunting gear,
before sales of hunting paraphernalia
really gather steam.  Prepare yourself
now for the peak 3-D season.

And, remind potential cus-
tomers that the time to start thinking
about 3-D is right now.  Create plac-
ards or signs to hang in your store,
reminding customers that 3-D sea-
son has arrived, providing a quick
list of suggestions for gear that might
help improve their scores or enjoy-
ment of the sport.  Many retailers
maintain a mailing list.  Sending out
simple fliers is an easy way to remind
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The Always Normal Target Sight (ANTS)
from Copper John uses a patented curved
frame allowing the lens to stay square to
the eye at any sight setting and at any
bow elevation. That way there’s no distor-
tion of the sight picture though the lens.

The author

won 16 of 

the 18 3-D

tournaments

he attended.



prospective customers of the spe-
cialized 3-D gear they might need for
upcoming shoots.  These simple
fliers might also be left on sign-up
tables at tournaments, letting shoot-
ers know they can count on you for

3-D supplies.
To follow is just some of the gear

we at Arrow Trade believe to be
important for this year’s summer
tournament season.

Solving Sticky Arrows
Easy-Pull Points: I hear more

complaints about sticky arrows than
anything else in 3-D.  Combine fast
bows with carbon arrows and
extracting arrows from high-density
foam can become a chore as the
plastic melts and sticks to point and
shaft.  This is no fun.  This has not
gone unnoticed in the industry, with
several companies offering solutions
for easier arrow removal.  

Special target points are one of
these.  Though generally priced a tad
higher than standard field points,
they’re still something any archer
can easily justify.  These include
Gold Tip’s EZ-Pull Target Points,
Bohning Archery’s Z Points,
Precision Designed Products’ (PDP)
Easy Pull Points, Satellite’s Slik Tips,
and Saunders Archery’s Bulge Points.
Gold Tip’s EZ-Pull Points start with a
turned down point and then slant
out to a point larger than the shaft
diameter. According to Gold Tip’s
Marvin Carlston this functions like
“heat shield” that prevents foam
from sticking to the shaft.  They are
offered in .246-inch-diameter 85-,
100-, and 125-grain, and Series-22
(22/64-inch) 100- and 125-grain
options.  

Bohning’s Rick Mowery
describes the Z Point design as hav-
ing a rear “cooling” taper to prevent
arrows from melting into foam.
Bohning’s Z Points come in 19/64-
and 21/64-inch diameters, and 85-,
100- and 125-grain weights, all
matched to within 1 grain.   

PDP’s Easy Pull Points include
an oversized middle with chamfered
backside for drastically enhanced
arrow removal, a basic premise
shared by Saunders’ Bulge Point.
PDP’s Keith Jabben points out that
he gives customers the widest choice
of sizes and weights: 75-, 85-, 100-,
125-, 200-, 250-grains and 9/32-inch
(for Axis), 21/64 (carbon), and 11/32-
inch diameters.  

Satellite’s Slik Tip includes a
green, self-lubricating Dupont
Delrin collar behind the bullet point
to reduce friction.  They are made of
nickel-plated, case-hardened steel.
Dan Massimillo from Satellite says

The shorter  Doinker stabilizer
models for hunters sell in big
volumes, but Levin Industries
also builds a wide range of spe-
cialized stabilizers and
silencers for the competitive
archer. This Mathews target
bow has Doinker technology
protecting the costly target
sight. Doinkers are mounted in
both ends of the stabilizer
mounting hole and are also
mounted at the limb bolts.
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they make arrows up to 30 percent
easier to remove from foam targets.
They come in 100 and 125 grains.  

Saunders Bulge Points are
offered in 85-, 100-, and 125-grain
weights, and 17/64 and 9/32 diame-
ters.               

While on the subject of points,
another option worth mentioning
are PDP’s Adjustable Steel Speed
Points.  These glue-in bullet points
offer the most highly-adjustable tar-
get tips possible.  Accurate weights
thread inside the point, tightened
with a standard hex wrench, or
through the UNI-Bushing with
PDP’s special tool.  This allows target
archers to fine tune tip weight with
5- or 10-grain modules, or dramati-
cally increase F.O.C. with any combi-
nation of 30-, 50-, or 100-grain mod-
ules.  This allows remarkable point

adjustment from 50 to 500 grains in
5-grain increments.  All points are
matched within 1/10-grain per pack,
in sizes to accommodate the small-
est-diameter carbon to the fattest
line-cutter shaft.  Dealers can also
purchase these points directly from
Gold Tip.  Keith Jabben tells
ArrowTrade that some of the top
shooters in 3-D are now using these
points.

Lube It Up: Arrow-lube kits are

another literally slick option for eas-
ier arrow removal.  Vista’s Super
Lube includes a tube that mounts
tightly into standard side-quiver
tubes (to be discussed later); allow-
ing customers to slip arrow shafts in
and receive an instant coating of
arrow lubrication.  Super Lube refills
are also available.  Neet Archery
Product’s N-Tube is another target-
arrow lubricator, built around alu-
minum tubing and including refill
lubricant, plus a convenient clip to
hang it on a quiver D-ring.  

Hand-Saving Arrow Pullers:
Even with these safeguards pulling
arrows all day can cause blisters that
make shooting painful.  That’s why
arrow grippers/ pullers were invent-
ed.  They’re made of high-density
foam or rubber that grabs the shaft
firmly during extraction from tar-
gets.  Prime examples come from
Allen, BuckWing, Neet, and Vista.
The Allen Arrow Puller, Neet N-GRP
Arrow Puller, and BuckWing Target
Arrow Puller are all molded from
soft rubber, in tube-like configura-
tions that make it easy to grip any
shaft.  Allen and BuckWing pullers
include a snap-clip for quick stash-
ing, the Neet N-GRP has a molded
ring to allow customers to add their
own anchoring device.  

Neet’s N-CGP Arrow Puller and
Vista’s Arrow Grabber are circular
arrow pullers crossed by two differ-
ent diameter grooves made to grip
skinny or fat arrow shafts after fold-
ing around the shaft.  Vista offers the
added option of a Retract-A-
Grabber, a retractable cord unit that
keeps the puller close at hand yet

Circle 113 on Response Card

This Hogg-It from Spot Hogg has
2nd and 3rd axis leveling and a vertical
aiming wire. The pins are individually
micro adjustable by turning the twin socket head cap screws at the base of each. You
can order it with .019, .029 or .039 fibers in 2 inch or 2-3/8 inch pin guard sizes.
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out of the way.  I’ve used Vista’s puller
extensively for several years and
wouldn’t think of 3-D shooting with-
out one.

3-D Comfort & Convenience
Side Quivers: There’s a reason

most 3-D archers are seen wearing
side quivers.  The bow quivers many
use while bowhunting add weight
that can fatigue the shooting arm
after all-day shooting.  Also, most
bows simply shoot more accurately
without a quiver installed, especially
in a breeze.  The back and hip quiv-
ers others use while hunting can
prove too hot for summer months.
Specialized target quivers also allow
toting extra items such as score
cards, compact binoculars, pencils,
water bottles, and so forth.  The sim-
plest designs clip onto a belt to hold
arrows at the hip.  Deluxe models
include arrow-organizing tubes,
secure pockets, and attached D-
rings for clip-on accessories.    

The best examples come from
E.W. Bateman, PSE/ King, Neet,
Tarantula, Vista, Bohning and
Wyandotte Leather.  There are sim-
ply too many models to discuss each
in detail, but a wide variety of
options is sure to please any taste.
E.W. Bateman, for instance, offers
gorgeous leather models with vari-
ous color schemes and pocket
options, lighter camouflaged or col-

ored Cordura models, as well as bud-
get options, nearly all including plas-
tic arrow-separation tubes to keep
shafts organized.  I count nearly 20
models to choose from.  PSE/King
offers four models, from the deluxe
Supreme to the bare-bones
Economy, each a handsome combo
of black and Mossy Oak Camo
Cordura.  

Neet also uses both leather and
Cordura in its wide choice of
options, many complete with acces-
sory clips and pencil sheaths.  All
leather, leather and material
combos, including handsome
“Native American” themes, as
well as bright color schemes, are
all included, most with arrow-
organization tubes.  Neet, too,
offers about 20 options to
accommodate any archer’s
desires.      

Tarantula’s five target side
quivers are made of tough
Cordura, dominated by handsome
black and camouflage elements.
Base models include arrow tubes
but no pockets, deluxe models
have Tarantula Flex Foam and
handy pocket options.  

With about 13 target quiver
choices, Vista’s another big player
in target quivers.  All include
heavy-duty Cordura construc-
tion, with black backgrounds
accented by Advantage, Realtree

HD Green or Mossy Oak Break-Up
camo, plus bright red, blue or purple.
Many include plastic organization
tubes and multiple pockets, while
the Stallion includes six individual
arrow sleeves.  

Bohning markets highly-afford-
able “Adult” and “Mini” Target
Quivers of durable Cordura, the larg-
er holding four arrow tubes, the Mini
three.  Both have handy zippered
gear pockets and come in red or
blue, the Adult also in black. 

Circle 135 on Response Card

Introducing the FISH HAWK! The
World’s First Bow Engineered

Exclusively for Bowfishing
Enthusiasts brought to you by

the Bowfishing Innovator,
AMS Bowfishing!

Our new high strength
custom cam enables

high arrow speeds
with only partial

draws!
Learn more

about the
FISH HAWK

and all our other
Bowfishing Gear at

AMSBowfishing.com,
or call us today at

888-541-7657.

In 2006 Hi-Tek Sports Products introduced V-bars color matched to stabilizers in
sparkling silver, black, gold, red, purple, cobalt and green. The carbon rods these
are built around are powder-filled for vibration dampenings. Six and 8 inch
lengths are standard, or you can order custom lengths.
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For those with a traditional bent,
Wyandotte offers classic-looking
belt-clip side quivers, with and with-
out pocket, and in generic Camo,
plain Traditional, and Advantage or
Mossy Oak Patterned (printed)
Leather.    

Quiver Carrying Comfort:
Excluding Wyandotte, all the compa-
nies above also offer several carrying
belt options each, from the most
basic, to more advanced models that
actually provide back support.
Bateman includes basic leather,
quick-snap fleece-faced, and Velcro
fleece-faced belts, as well as leather
and camouflaged Cordura-faced
wide and padded accessory belts.
Four belt pouches, seven bow hold-
ers, four bow hooks and two water-
bottle carriers are included in the
lineup and can be easily added as

desired.
PSE/ King offers the Flex-Foam-

padded Archery Accessory Belt;
highly padded with Flex Foam and
having a water bottle holder, deluxe
bow holster, and small fanny pack.
Neet’s 3D Klassic Rig comes faced in
Navajo II material, Advantage
Timber, Mossy Oak Break-Up or HD
Hardwoods Green Cordura and
includes a two-pocket side quiver
with arrow tubes, rear accessory
pouch, water-bottle caddy, bow
hook and two large D-rings all held
by a wide, back-supporting belt.  The
Neet 3D Standard Rig includes the
same side quiver, water bottle caddy
and bow hook, but a narrower snap-
clip web belt.  These belts can be
purchased alone to add accessories
to as desired (including two Bow
Rests, Water Bottle & Case, or several
Accessory Hangers/ Belt Clips).  

Tarantula’s Quiver Systems
include the Flex Foam Quiver System
with four-tube Flex Foam Quiver,
new Cool Mesh Flex Foam Belt,
Waterbottle with Case, Deluxe Bow
Hook, several belt clips and small
Fanny Pack.  The 3 Tube Quiver
System offers a more compact
quiver, with the accessories already
described, but a more simple nylon
web belt with quick-snap buckle.  

Vista’s Quiver Packages are built
around their Teck-4 Belt, a wide,
highly-padded belt system made to
carry a side quiver, water bottle, belt
pouch, bow hook, or any other belt-
mounted accessory, in all-day com-

fort.  Packages include the Padre
Tech-4, holding the side quiver by
the same name and all of Vista’s
accessories; or the Amigo, with a
larger Amigo quiver.  I can tell you
from long experience that these
padded, wide Tech-4 belts are highly
comfortable and offer day-long back
support.  There are also two budget-
priced packages, the Renegade and
Outlaw, with simple web belts carry-
ing the same handy accessories.  Of
course, customers can choose to add
Vista accessories as they see fit;
including two locking Bow Hooks,
Rio Grande 28-ounce Water Bottle
with Insulated Carrier, Vista Belt
Pouch and Retract-A-Grabber arrow
puller.  

Bohning’s Shooters Belt not only
provides padded back support but
enough room to hang any shooting
accessory.  These include Bohning’s
Bow Holster and Accessories Bag,
which includes a collapsible throat
and reinforced mouth that stays
open for easy access, the perfect
place to store a release aid.

Beyond Quivers: Also worth
mentioning is Gibbs Archery Gear’s
(GAG) Easy Bag.  This simple pouch
includes a draw-string top with bar-
rel lock to hold tournament equip-
ment, release aids or water bottle,
plus exterior score card and pens.   

GAG also offers the 3D-Super
Chair, touted as one of the lightest
tournament chairs on the market at
only 2.5 pounds.  It includes four
accessory pouches to carry and

Circle 116 on Response Card

Toxonics has a new series of Metal Optic sights built around the
smaller .019 fibers. Like the .029 versions introduced in 2006, these
sights use half-moon shaped steel pins that are grooved to support
the fiber along the entire length. There is no exposed fiber to catch
and tear on brush, and the pins are far stronger than rod-style pins.

This pin style has a very small flare at the
end so the .029 may look like a .019 to cus-
tomers. Have them look at both versions
before making a decision, as the pins are not
interchangeable. The sight body and spool
had to be reworked for the smaller fibers.
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organize 3-D gear, an attached arrow
quiver and shoulder carrying strap.
This high-back chair allows cus-
tomers to get off their feet and sit in
the shade while waiting on slower
shooters.  Vista offers a similar prod-
uct, the Pro Caddie, a high-backed
chair with attached three-tube Colt
quiver and large storage compart-
ment, offered in black or Mossy Oak
Break-Up and easily doubling as a
pop-up blind seat.

Airy Arm Guards & Chest
Protectors: Small details can provide
big comfort during a hot summer
tournament, not to mention keeping
cool, billowy clothing in check.  An
open-mesh arm guard goes a long
way towards comfort when it gets
hot and sweaty.  The best summer
options are widely vented, with large
cutouts or strips of parallel material
that protect from string slap while
also allowing free airflow.  Look for
such models from Bateman, Rancho
Safari, Vista (Ultra-Lite), PSE/ King
(Vented Quick Release), Tarantula
(Vented Flex Foam), and Neet.
Saunders and Primos Hunting Calls
make plastic models with copious
molded vents that are extra cool in
summer heat; the Diamond

Defender and Primos Arm Guard,
respectively.   

The loose
clothing that
protects cus-
tomers from
sunburn and
keeps them cool
can also inter-
fere with an oth-
erwise well-exe-
cuted shot.
Chest protec-
tors are an inex-
pensive and
quick solution.
Models like
PSE/ King’s
Chest Protector
are made of cool
nylon mesh,
with wide elas-
tic straps and
Velcro adjust-
ment for a per-
fect, unobtru-
sive fit.  These
are offered in
red, white or
blue.  Neet
makes a similar
Chest Protector,

also made of comfortable nylon
mesh and designed to hold clothing
away from the bowstring.  It’s self
adjusting with a hook-and-loop
front fastener.  Look for these in
black or white.     

Specialized Bow Accessories
Target Stabilizers: I marvel at the

money many target shooters seem
willing to spend on shooting rigs.  No
ordinary stabilizer or sight will do for
these 12-ring-obsessed shooters.
They use long, specialized stabilizers
to steady their shots while aiming for
what seems like minutes, then rest
their bows on them between shots.
Such stabilizers also allow more
thorough follow-through after
release.  V-bars and off-set, rear-
mounted stubby stabilizers are also
generally standard with the target
set.  

Choices depend largely on what
class a particular shooter competes
in.  Limited shooters, release/ sights,
must choose stabilizers under 12
inches.  This points to products such
as Specialty’s shorter 4-Rod Super

Circle 154 on Response Card

Precision Designed Products builds
points and inserts to the precise
weight tolerances picky shooters
demand. Then they are threaded in a
way that single or stacked weights
can be added at the end to give the
best Front of Center balance point
for accurate arrow flight.
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Stiks, Ultra-Lite Elite and Feather
Lite; Extreme Archery Products’ 10-
inch A.C.A.D.; Hi-Tek’s 10.25-inch
Slider and V-Flight and 9-inch Quad;
Vibracheck/ PSE’s 10-inch Isolator
G2; FUSE’s 10-inch Axium; and
Doinker’s 10-inch Multi-Rod,10.5 or
11.5-inch Field/ Hunting as hot sell-

A
t dealer shows and tournaments this winter, Copper
John will be introducing a completely redesigned line
of Dead Nuts sights. ArrowTrade learned during its

visit to the Auburn New York plant (see November Cover
Story) that Copper John has found a way to offer Dead Nuts
reliability with more features, while remaining a 100 percent
“Made in America” product line.

Eric Springer is Copper John’s co-owner and lead design-
er, and he used a computer modeling program to show how
a new line of sights would be built off a base model designed
to accept modules. “Here’s the basic sight like our current
Dead Nuts Hunter, but it will be fiber wrapped and the fibers
are completely protected. We worked with a fiber vendor to
obtain a proprietary fiber that maximizes light transmission
for the shorter fiber lengths. An upper end sight might have
full micro adjust, a magnifying lens, an extended mounting
bar, a micro-adjustable 3rd axis, and a cap to protect the pins.

The protective
cap we’ll make
available will be
like the C.U.P.,
only more
advanced.”

The round
pin guard is
s k e l e t o n i z e d ,
wrapped with
fiber and covered
with a clear
shield. The guard
is part of the key
to how these
sights are built
because despite
its complicated
shape, it’s sliced
from an extru-
sion. “Our extru-
sion vendor is

Alcoa,” Springer
said. “They’re sub-
mitting our extru-
sion design to a
national competi-
tion. They said
though we’re one
of their smaller cus-
tomers, we’re one
of the most
demanding. This
part had to go back
to their design guy
12 times.”

Eric Springer
showed me how some other sight manufacturers demon-
strate the stength of their pin guards, by standing on one
layed flat on the floor.Then he set his on edge, a test that most
will fail, and balanced his considerable bulk on it. No 3-D cus-
tomer is likely to do that, but they will fire thousands of shots
with light arrows. How can you be sure all the components of
these new sights will stand up for them? Copper John used
finite element analysis to extensively test the sights on com-
puter, going through 24 versions before it made its first pro-
totype. When it did the torture testing of the actual product,
it calculated how much stress the sight was likely to endure,
then designed it to a multiple of 5.“So it should never break,”
Springer assured me.

Counting the left hand models, Springer said Copper
John could built 288 different variations of the new Dead
Nuts line. His brother Doug, who oversees  sales and market-
ing, has the challenge of deciding which of those to put into
production and into the company’s new catalog.

Copper John resisted requests to add wrapped fibers
until it could integrate them into an improved sight line.
“Some of the sights out there with spools jutting off the sides
looked like they’ve been designed by a committee. I’m certain
this new Dead Nuts line will be a smash hit and will really give
our competition a problem,” the designer said. By Tim Dehn

Copper John Introducing New

Series of Sights for Hunters, 3D Fans

Circle 221 on Response Card

Copper John will have a new series of Dead Nuts sights, includ-
ing models targeted at the competitive shooter like this Pro III
that had second and third axis leveling.
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ers. These same stabilizers many
customers also choose to help
bowhunting accuracy at the longer
ranges.                

The hard-core target guys opt for
longer models in the 25- to 40-inch
range.  Look to Quadra-Flex Modular
System models from Doinker;
Easton Technical Products’ Black
Max and A/C/E VRS Stabilizers;
Stabolution models from Arrow
Engineered Products; longer ver-
sions of the Specialty Archery mod-
els already mentioned; and Target
Stabilizers from Hi-Tek in custom
lengths and colors.  Carbon Impact
offers the Quatro, an adjustable-
weight multi-rod stabilizer in 24-,
31-, and 35-inch lengths; while
Procomp and Hexo include
adjustable V-bars attached to the
main stabilizer body and adjustable

for balance.  Specialty Archery’s new
Tuning Rod is worth elaborating on.
This weighted and SVL Navcom-
equipped extension allows cus-
tomers to tune for improved group-
ing, allowing a 24-inch Elite, for
example, to extend to as long as 46
inches.   

Prime V-bar and off-set bar
options include Specialty Archery’s
V-Bar and Off-Set Brackets, Easton’s
V-Bar; Hi-Tek’s AccuFlight and
Matching Color Multi-Rod Vbars;
and Vibracheck/ PSE’s Monkey Bars,
Offset System and V-Bar System.
Space doesn’t permit a full discus-
sion of each of these products, but I
see such rigs on nearly every Open,
Freestyle or Unlimited 3-D rig during
summer tournament.

3-D Sights: Sight choices, again,
depend on shooting class, but it’s
safe to say that target shooters, even
those restricted by shooting-class
stipulations, typically opt for the
longest sight radius possible, trans-
lating into longer extension bars
than most bowhunters would con-
sider.  The
greater the sight
radius, the more
accuracy a
shooter can
expect; the rea-
son rifles sight
more accurately
than handguns.
This makes
sights such as
Spot Hogg’s
Hogg-It, Viper
A r c h e r y
P r o d u c t s ’
Predator and
E l i m i n a t o r
Series, Copper
John Dead Nuts
Pro III and II, as
examples, highly
popular with 3-
D junkies.  

O p e n - ,
Freestyle- or
Unlimited-class
guys typically
bolt on some
sort of single-pin
moveable sight,
the latter magni-

fied scope rigs.  The former is well
represented by Archer’s Choice
A.C.E. and Impact Archery Solo Plus
MDX (at the most affordable end);
Toxonics High Helix 3D and Field,
Gear Head, and Naildriver; Spot
Hogg Hoggernaut; Copper John
A.N.T.S.; or Sure-Lok’s Supreme,
Challenger, and Black Eagle Series
Scope, (for archers demanding the
best and for whom money is no
object).  These sights are normally
equipped with a solid or fiber optic
pin, or scope in Unlimited classes.
Top-quality scopes are found in
names such as Extreme Archery
(Viper and Elite Series Scopes),
Copper John (A.N.T.S.), and Spot
Hogg (Hoggernaut).  The best use
German-made glass; such as
Extreme and Viper (Zeiss) and Sure-
Lok (Swarovski) for unsurpassed
clarity and scratch resistance.

Taming 3-D Sights: Due to the
long extension bars sported by these
specialized sights, and the high ener-
gy most serious competitors wield,
vibrations can become a real con-

•
 •
  •
 •

RELY ON

BCY

Elite Stix stabilizers from Specialty
Archery offer a Tuning Rod option on
three different lengths. A Hooded Ball
Peep blocks glare from direct sunlight,
and accepts interchangeable apertures.

Circle 121 on Response Card
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cern.  Target archers aren’t obsessed
with noise like your bowhunting
clients, but they sure do understand
what vibrations do to their shooting
and equipment life.  For this reason
products such as Sure-Lok’s Sight
Saver and Doinker’s Doinker/
Godfrey Sight-Eze, plus anything
from LimbSaver or BoxJax, as exam-
ples, are sure to be snapped up by
serious target shooters.

Conclusion  
As I’ve hinted, today’s avid 3-D

shooters are dead serious about their
shooting.  They show up at every 3-D
tournament within reasonable dri-
ving distance each and every week-
end to give it their best.  They prac-
tice hard and long, tune and fine-
tune, refine their equipment,
because they show up wanting to
win.  Second place is seen as a loss.
These guys take their target shooting
as seriously as other customers take
their bowhunting, and are willing to
spend hard-earned cash to gain the
smallest competitive edge.  During
the so-called “off season,” when
sales of hunting equipment may
have fallen off, 3-D shooters can help
fill the gap, to keep that cash register
ringing.  Keeping a carefully-selected
line of 3-D gear in stock keeps sales
rolling during slow spring and early
summer months, creates an expand-
ed customer base, and most impor-
tantly, makes you more money.

Serious 3-D tournament goers
fall into one of two easy
pigeon-holes in regards to

arrow selection; even those plying
their self-same bowhunting rig while
looking for a first-place finish.  There
are those who follow the religion of
line-cutting shafts, and those for
which speed is everything.
Oftentimes this describes a single
arrow in one, but archers will buy
specialized 3-D arrows if they attend
more than the occasional summer
tournament.  Here are some popular
manufacturers and what they offer
in each category.

Beman Carbon Arrows
Line-Cutters: The new Beman

9.3 is a quintessential line-cutting
shaft.  The 9.3 is accurate, light-
weight, and large diameter; 9.3mm
to be exact.  They are offered in 500,
400, and 340 spine ratings, the for-
mer spined for compounds to 50
pounds (approximately), the 340 to
70 pounds (approximately), and
weigh 7.1, 7.8, and 8.3 gpi, respec-
tively.  They sport .006 straightness
tolerances, and 2-grain weight toler-
ance.  

Blackhawk Vapor
Line-Cutters: Vapor 23 Speed

offer both speed and a line-crowding
advantage.  Offered in 4000S (about
70 pounds peak) and 5000S (about
80), they weigh 7.2 and 8 gpi, respec-
tively.  More importantly they pro-

vide a fat 23/64 outside diameter, the
maximum specs allowed in FITA
competition.  They offer +/- .003
straightness and 2.5 grain per dozen
matched weight.  

Speed Shafts: Vapor Jets are
described as providing “terminal
velocity.”  These shafts offer light
weight in a stiff spine, with a smaller
diameter that better cheats cross-
wind.  They are offered in VJ-3000,
VJ-4000, and VJ-5000 spins, weighing
6.5, 6.9, and 7.2 gpi, respectively.
They also offer a +/- .003 straight-
ness tolerance and 2.5 grain
matched weight.

Carbon Express
Line-Cutters: Carbon Express

offers LineJammer, X-Jammer, and
CXL2 shafts for those looking for a
line-crowding edge.  LineJammers
offer a .385-inch outside diameter,
X-Jammers .406-inch.  Both boast
proven BuffTuff construction to be
extra tough and rugged, .003-inch
straightness tolerances, and 1-grain
weight tolerance.  They come with
BullDog Nock Collars, Tunable
Points, and HyperTek Nocks.  They
weigh 7.5 and 9.6 gpi and include a
250 spine rating (up to approximate-
ly 65 to 70 pounds).  

BuffTuff CXL 2 shafts offer like
straightness and weight specs, but
come in 150, 250, and stiff 350 spine
ratings (the latter appropriate for
draw weights up to approximately 80
pounds).  Accordingly, outside diam-
eters vary from .352-, .355-, and .360-
inch, respectively.  They are also
lighter than “Jammer” shafts, at 6.7,
7.2, and 8.3 gpi.

Carbon Tech
Line-Cutters: CT Hippos include

a 23/64-inch outside diameter to
meet FITA requirements. They use
multi-directional carbon layering for
strength and consistency.  Rick
McKinney of Carbon Tech says that
when you buy his arrows customers
get a full dozen arrows that group as
one.  CT Hippo XP boasts .0015
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straightness, CT Hippos .005.  Spine
rating options include 23/520 (.500)
and 23/400 (.400), weighing 7.4 and
7.8 gpi.  They include super-precise
McKinney Nocks.  

Speed Shafts: Carbon Tech
Cheetahs were one of the first speed
shafts on the market.  Despite their
light weight the shafts prove extreme-
ly durable via multi-direction layered
carbon construction.  CT Cheetah 3-
Ds sport a straightness tolerance of
.0015, CT Cheetahs .005.  The 3-Ds are
offered in 650, 525, 400 and 300
deflections, standard Cheetahs in cor-
responding 25/50, 35/60, 45/70, and
55/80, which basically indicate the
spine span.  They weigh 5.3, 6.1, 6.4
and 7.9 gpi, respectively.  

Easton Technical Products
Line-Cutters: FatBoy shafts offer

the advantage of a larger outside
diameter, wrapped around durable
multi-layered C2 construction.  They
are offered in 500, 400, and 340 spine
ratings, all matched to within 2 grains
per dozen.  They weigh 7.1, 7.8, and
8.3 gpi in 500, 400, and 340 deflec-
tions.  Tru Specs straightness is guar-
anteed to not be more than .005-inch.
They accept Easton UNI-Bushing,
one-piece bullet or screw-in points.  

Speed Shafts: The name
LightSpeed says it all.  Owning the
same Tru Specs as FatBoy shafts, they
hit the scales at a lighter 6.5, 7.4 and
8.2 gpi in 500, 400, and 340 deflec-
tions, in a lower diameter that accepts
standard Super Nocks.

Gold Tip
Line-Cutters: Gold Tip offers

three fat-shaft options.  The 30X Pro
and 30X include  26/64-inch outside
diameters, the widest in the industry.
The Pro includes .001-inch straight-
ness tolerances and 1-grain per dozen
matched weight.  The 30X shafts
include .003 straightness and 2-grain
matched weight.  They weigh 10.4 gpi
in a .150 deflection. 

Ultralight X-Cutter Pro and X-
Cutter weigh less, at 7.8 gpi and in a
heavier 250 deflection.  They include a
25/64-inch outside diameter.  Pro
shafts include .001 straightness, stan-
dard grades .005.  The Series 22 Pro
and Ultralight Series 22 are FITA legal,
with a .338-inch outside diameter.
Pros and standards have the same
straightness specs as other GT shafts,
but weigh a featherweight 7.3 gpi in
300 deflection.

Speed Shafts: Ultralight Pro,
Ultralight and Ultralight Entrada are
built for speed.  Pro, Ultralight, and

Entrada differ in straightness and
weight tolerance; .001-/ 1-grain, .003-
/ 2-grains, and .006-inch/ 2-grains,
respectively.  They are available in
spine ratings of 600, 500, 400, and 300,
which correlate to deflection in thou-
sandths of an inch (.300 for example).
They weigh 5.7, 6.3, 7.4 and 8.5 gpi
from 600 through 300.            

High Country Archery
Speed Shafts: At 5.5 to 6.2 gpi

Speed Pro, Speed Pro Max and Speed
Pro Max SS are all about speed.  They
just might be the fastest arrows on
earth, as they certainly are the lightest.
Various labels correlate to “High
Grade Carbon,” “Super High Grade
Carbon,” and “World’s Stiffest Spine
Arrow w/ Super High Grade Carbon.”
They come in six straightness grades
spanning .001-inch (Premier Select)
to .007 (Econo Hunter), the first two
weighing 5.5 gpi.  The 6.2 gpi SS are
made for spines of more than 75
pounds.   
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Easton LightSpeed

Gold Tip Ultra Light Pro Series 22

Gold Tip Ultra Light Pro 

Beman 9.3

Detail of the CXL2 from Carbon Express

Carbon Express Linejammer graphics
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Allen
(arrow puller, arm guards)
(303) 469-1857
www.allencompany.net

Arrow Engineered Products
(target stabilizers)
(860) 826-7737
www.aeparchery.com

E.W. Bateman & Co.
(side quivers, quiver belts,
shooting accessories, arm
guards)

(800) 233-1208
www.ewbateman.com

Beman Carbon Arrows 
(fat shafts)
(888) 327-8664
www.beman.com

Blackhawk Arrow Co.
(fat and speed arrows)
(330) 793-3314
www.blackhawkarchery.com

Bohning Co. Ltd.
(easy-pull points, side quivers,
shooting accessories)
(800) 253-0136
www.bohning.com

Bow Jax Inc.
(vibration control products)
(208) 762-3692
www.bowjax.com

BuckWing Products, Inc.
(arrow puller)
(800) 555-9908
www.buckwing.com

Carbon Express 
(fat and speed arrows)
(800) 241-4833
www.carbonexpressarrows.com

Carbon Impact 
(target stabilizers)

(800) 929-8152
www.carbonimpact.com

Carbon Tech Arrows, LLC 
(fat and speed shafts)
(800) 951-8736
www.carbontecharrows.com

Copper John Corp.
(target sights)
(315) 258-9269
www.copperjohn.com

Doinker 
(see Levin Industries) 

Easton Technical Products, Inc.
(target stabilizers, fat and speed
arrows)
(888) 327-8664
www.eastonarchery.com

Extreme Archery Products 
(target sights and scopes)
(606) 928-9447
www.extremearchery.com

FUSE Archery 
(target stabilizers and sights)
(801) 363-2990
www.fusearchery.com

Gibbs Archery Gear (GAG)
(shooting accessories)
(870) 942-4181
www.gagarchery.com

Gold Tip, Inc.
(easy-pull points, fat and speed
arrows)
(800) 551-0541
www.goldtip.com

High Country Archery/ 
Archer’s Choice 
(target sight, speed arrows)
(800) 844-BOWS
www.highcountryarchery.com
www.archerschoicesights.com

Hi-Tek Sports Products 
(target stabilizers, V-bars)
(800) 356-7285
www.hi-teksports.com

Impact Archery, Inc.
(target sights)
(877) 597-3811
www.impactarchery.com

Leven Industries/ Doinker 
(target stabilizers, vibration
control)
(818) 700-2899
www.doinker.com

Neet Products, Inc.
(arrow lube, side quivers, quiver
belts, arm guards, shooting
accessories)
(800) 821-7196
www.neet.com

Precision Designed Prods. (PDP) 
(easy-pull and adjustable target
points)
(620) 331-0333
www.pdparchery.com

Primos Hunting Calls 
(arm guard)
(800) 523-2395
www.primos.com

PSE Archery/ 
King and Vibracheck 
(side quivers, quiver belts, arm
guards, chest protectors, target
stabilizers)
(520) 884-9065
www.pse-archery.com

Rancho Safari, Inc.
(arm guards, shooting acces-
sories)
(800) 240-2094
www.ranchosafari.com

Satellite Archery 
(easy-pull points)
(866) 556-2754
www.satellitearchery.com

Saunders Archery Co.
(easy-pull points, arm guard)
(800) 228-1408
www.sausa.com

Sims Vibration Laboratory/
LimbSaver 
(vibration control)
(877) 257-2761
www.limbsaver.com

Specialty Archery, LLC 
(target stabilizers)
(800) 555-2856
www.specialtyarch.com

Spot-Hogg Archery Products
(target sights)
(888) 302-7768
www.spot-hogg.com

Sure-Loc Archery Products/
C.S. Gibbs Corp.

(target sights, scopes)
(877) 322-9988
www.sureloc.com

Tarantula/ 
Sportsman’s Outdoor Products 
(side quivers, quiver belts, arm
guards, shooting accessories)
(888) 528-1775
www.gotarantula.com

Toxonics 
(target sights, scopes)
(800) 639-8502
www.toxonics.com

Vibracheck 
(target stabilizers)
(see PSE above)

Viper Archery Products 
(target sights, stabilizers)
(740) 894-6100
www.viperarcheryproducts.com

Vista/ WRI 
(arrow puller & lube, side quiv-
ers, quiver belts, shooting
accessories)
(800) 525-1181
www.wri-vista.com

Wyandotte Leather, Inc.
(side quivers, shooting acces-
sories)
(734) 282-3403
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